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A closer look: Dordt ranks first in undergraduate teaching,
ties for first in engagement
Zac VanderLey– Staff Writer
			
It’s ranking season for colleges and
universities across America. On Sept. 13, the
US News and World Report ranked Dordt
University the fifth best college in the Midwest.
The higher learning institution also placed
first in undergraduate teaching and tied for
third place for most innovative schools in the
Regional Colleges Midwest category. The
annual college rankings gave Dordt a 92/100
overall score.
A week later, on Sept. 21, the Wall Street
Journal released their college rankings. Here,
Dordt tied with Samford University for first
place in the engagement category with a score of
18.1. The category, which represents 20 percent
of a college’s overall ranking, is a composite of
student engagement, student recommendation,
interaction with teachers and students, and
number of accredited programs. The Wall Street
Journal awarded Dordt a overall score of 46.549.8, ranking them at 401 with one hundred
other colleges.
For the past six years, Dordt has held claim to
the number one ranking in student engagement,
though they share the title with Samford this
year. And, since 2017, their engagement score
has, on average, decreased (18.3 to 18.1).
In a press release about the WSJ rankings,
Dordt President Erik Hoekstra said, “To have a
globally recognized and trusted entity like The

Wall Street Journal/Times Higher Education
speak so positively about Dordt University for
six years in a row is certainly encouraging to
us.”
“They are great in as much as they are true,”
said Bob De Smith, professor of English. “And
I do think they are true—we are an excellent
institution. But I would hope that students
come because they want to learn from that
perspective, from those people [the Dordt
community].”
Over 30 years ago, De Smith began teaching
at Dordt. His wife taught in nearby Sheldon,
Iowa. Their taught their kids, too. Around this
time in 1983, the US News and World Report
broke onto the news scene with their ranking
of colleges and universities around the nation.
They were the first to do it then and have
continued to rank America’s higher learning
institutions ever since.
As Dordt’s profile and enrollment has
increased over the decades, faculty members
have busied themselves with grants and books,
receiving recognition from entities like the
US World and News along the way. De Smith
remembers the times when the Dordt faculty had
time to attend lecturers of other departments.
“I wonder, are we as prophetic and
countercultural as we maybe have been in the
past?” De Smith said.

The future of the midnight
donut run
Georgia Lodewyk—Staff Writer

It’s 10:00 a.m. on a Saturday morning and
the Dutch Bakery in Orange City, Iowa is almost
out of donuts. Still in their display cases are a
few cream-filled long-johns, glazed donuts, and
one lone apple fritter. It’s been a busy day, as
regulars linger with their morning coffee. The
Dutch Bakery has been a community staple for
quite some time now—since 1974.
“This building was actually a variety store
first,” Loren Mulder, said, who has run the
bakery for 12 years. “I remember buying my
mom’s Christmas present here.”
The building proves its age as well. There’s
a mark on the glass from a BB gun made by
the first owner and his brother when they were
kids. Inside, there’s an authentic Dutch cookie
press—one Mulder has only seen a duplicate
of in a museum. For Mulder and many of the
regulars, the Dutch bakery serves as a tribute
to the area’s Dutch heritage and its community.
But not all traditions last forever.
For a dozen years, Mulder and his family
spent three to four extra hours on Friday nights
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frosting donuts for hundreds of hungry college
students representing over five different higher
learning institutions. For many students, the one
dollar late-night donut deal became a highlight
of their week.
“Eating donuts at midnight just hits
different,” said Alayna Van Regenmorter, a
sophomore. “When midnight donuts were
happening, my friends and I would go almost
every Friday night.”
Some Friday nights the bakery took in 500
dollars or more—the same amount of profit
from the entire day. After the COVID-19
pandemic, however, staff shortages put a strain
on Mulder’s tradition.
“I lost my Saturday morning froster,” Mulder
said, “So now I have to wake up at 4 a.m. on
Saturdays to frost donuts and my wife has to
wake up at 6 a.m. That’s a quick turnaround.”
As of last year, the bakery ended its 12-yearCont. on pg. 6

Dordt’s ranking
speaks
to
“the
uniqueness
of
what we do—how
we focus on our
students first,” said
university president
Erik Hoekstra in a
press release.
The US World
and News Report’s
ranking’s
system
isn’t without its
flaws, according to
Malcolm Gladwell,
author
and
producer of the
podcast Revisionist
History.
This
summer, his podcast
investigated
the
variables—
the
“secret sauce”—behind the rankings. In an
episode titled “Lord of the Rankings,” the New
York Times bestselling author interviewed a
statistics professor and a student at Reed College
who simulated the publication’s algorithm.
The two found that while many factors affect
the official rankings—enrollment numbers,
retention rates, graduation rates, and more— the
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peer assessment possesses the largest coefficient
in the formula. It’s over six and a half times as
influential as any other variable.
The peer assessment’s value is generated
by how presidents, provosts, and heads of
admissions rank other colleges and universities
Cont. on page 2

Dordt on the 46%
vaccination rate on campus
Elise Wennberg– Staff Writer
On Sept. 14, Dordt University President Erik
Hoekstra announced in a video release a “very
low” number of COVID-19 cases on campus—
”less than ten.” If on-campus transmission of
the virus continued at its current rate, the latest
installment of the semi-weekly COVID-19
updates from the university was “probably the
last,” according to Hoekstra.
“We are doing well with what we know,”
Robert Taylor, dean of students, said. “We
can assume that there are some asymptomatic
people and people who aren’t coming forward,
but it’s manageable.”
The university does not intend to mandate
the COVID-19 vaccine, nor will it mandate
mask wearing, given the current situation on
campus, according to Taylor.
“When you look at the last eighteen months,
absolutes are really hard,” Taylor said. “We are
going to continue to stay close to our health
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partners and what they are advising.”
In Sioux County, COVID-19 numbers are
rising. The county reported its first death since
April 30 on Sept. 15. Its seven-day averages
for cases have been on the incline since
August, with the most the recent data (Sept. 15)
reporting a seven-day average of eight. Still,
the vaccination rate of Sioux County sits at 36
percent.
“We don’t really want to be the first 20%
to do anything and we don’t want to be the
last 20% because we know our constituency
is spread out across the board on all of these
things.”
In its Sept. 10 issue, The Diamond reported
a 46 percent vaccination rate of Dordt’s student
body. Also on Sept. 10, the university hosted a
free vaccine clinic in the DeWitt Gymnasium.
One student received a vaccination.
A variation of responses to Dordt’s
vaccination status can be
heard from students and
staff.
“I
had
low
expectations for Dordt,”
said Kara Jasper, a senior. “I
was actually a bit surprised
that the percentage rate
was that high.”
For the
community development
and theology major,
receiving the vaccine is an
Cont. on pg.2
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Dordt’s democracy: Student Rankings cont.
government
cont. from pg. 1

Lexi Schnaser—Staff Writer
The results from the 2021-22 Dordt University
Student Government elections are in. For the
past TK years, the student body has elected
classmates from their respective majors and
residence halls to represent them on campus.
Dan Moe, student body president, has seen
key changes in the annual election cycle over
his four years with Student Government.
“It used to be a bit of a challenge to get
people to run for Student Government, and I
recall several seats being left empty all year,”
Moe said.
For this year’s election, the positions for
natural sciences, humanities, and underclassmen
residence halls were contested.
“The elevated interest is really exciting
to me because it shows we are continuing to
gain new voices in our group each year that
challenge and improve our group and the whole
campus community,” Moe said.
In previous years, students voted through
Survey Monkey or Dordt’s campus life
website. This time around, Canvas provided
the polling platform. The website provided a
more user-friendly and secure method. Student
Government looks to utilize the website to a
greater extent in the future.
“A Student Government Canvas page
could be a useful place to centralize all our
information and services for students, such as
Student Senator information, student feedback,
and club information,” Moe said.
Though some students are not aware of
Student Government elections until a Canvas
notification appears in their Outlook inbox, Moe
and vice president Trey Engen are busy with
election preparation the moment they arrive
on campus. They meet with Dean of Students
Robert Taylor about the election process, send
mass emails to the student body, hang posters,
and post on social media.
Anna Rediger, a junior chemistry major, was
elected to the Natural Sciences Senator seat. The
position represents nearly 400 students across
agriculture, biology, chemistry, environmental
science, math, physics, statistics, and computer
science majors.
“I had no idea what Student Government
did or why they were important,” Rediger said.
“I understand them as being the intermediate
between higher up administrators and students.
I thought it’d be really interesting to learn more
about that and see what it means to be a part of
[Student Government].”
Student Government serves campus in a

variety of ways, particularly through supporting
clubs.
“Clubs are a great avenue to connect with
students and pursue a shared passion,” Moe
said. “Club leadership is a great way to put
your leadership skills to use, make connections
with students and faculty, and fill a need in the
community.”
Students can also contact Student
Government with questions, concerns, or ideas
by talking to a senator or using an anonymous
feedback form on Student Government’s Canvas
page. Or, they can attend the government’s
Fireside Chats with Robert Taylor.
These discussions allow students to “voice
their concerns directly and hear about ongoing
campus initiatives,” Moe said.
Though some seats were contested for
the 2021-22 election, the pro-tech and social
sciences seats were without candidates. In these
situations, the president and vice president may
appoint qualifying students to fill the vacancies.
The seats for Dordt Student Activities,
international students, and student ministries
have been appointed.
At the time of this writing, the Pro-Tech and
Social Science seats have not been filled.

The 2021-22 Dordt University Student
Government

Executive Cabinet:
•Daniel Moe: President
•Trey Engen: Vice President
•Kendal Zylstra: Treasurer
•Zoe Hoekstra: Communications Director
Student Senate:
•Bryce Enger: Education Senator
•Bennett Marstall: Engineering Senator
•Hannah Vanderhooft: Humanities Senator
•Anna Rediger: Natural Science 		
Senator
•Emily Zylstra: Nursing Senator
•Sara DeYoung: Covenant Hall Senator
•John Copley: East Hall Senator
•Alex Brown: North Hall Senator
•Meggie Mwakyusa: West Hall Senator
•Lexi Schnaser: Dordt Student Activities
Senator
• Anna De Oliveira: International Student
Activities Senator
•Kira Waite: Student Ministries Senator
•Dante VanBeek: At-Large Senator
•Sara Hofer: At-Large Senator

Dordt nursing students
encounter vaccination
requirements
Ella de Jong—Staff Writer

Though Dordt University is not requiring
its students to receive the COVID-19 vaccine,
those in the nursing department are encountering
vaccination requirements through their studies.
Of the hospitals in partnership with the nursing
program, sixty percent are requiring vaccination
for those involved with clinicals.
“I don’t want to pass it to a patient who
could die from it” Bomgaars said, “So, from
that respect, yes. I do think nurses should be
vaccinated”.
The nature of their job has required nurses
across the globe to receive a vaccination.
They were some of the first to receive it, as
healthcare professionals. The two hospitals
located in Sioux Falls and the two in Sioux
City are requiring vaccination from some of
their employees, including Dordt students. Still,
Sioux Center Health is not requiring vaccination
from its entire staff. Though its affiliate, Avera,
requires vaccination from its employees. They
have reinstated a mask mandate, however.
At Dordt, students were able to opt out of
a vaccine, but the high percentage of hospitals

requiring the shot made refusal difficult.
“I am not against vaccines in any way,” Cori
de Jong, a senior in the nursing program, said.
“But when it gets to the point where people are
being forced to do something they do not want
to do, I believe it violates their freedom.”
Dr. Bomgaars mentioned a nursing student
hesitant about the COVID-19 vaccine. They
had been labeled an anti-vaxxer upon sharing
their vaccination status, though they had been
vaccinated against other diseases.
They’re in a position in healthcare, and
it’d be different if it wasn’t healthcare,” Erica
Nikkel, a sophomore nursing student, said. “If
you’re in a position of taking care of people
who are super vulnerable and you have the
opportunity to prevent something for yourself
that could spread to other people, you should
take the opportunity.”
In 1978, the very last case of smallpox was
reported. The smallpox vaccine was able to
eliminate the disease in the twentieth century.
“If everyone had gotten vaccinated in March,
I think this would be over,” said Bomgaars.

on a scale of one to five. In the podcast,
Gladwell
. . . explains, these administrators are sometimes
asked to rate colleges they know nothing about.
In a seeming response to the podcast, US
News published in September their “behind
the rankings” information, stating the peer
assessment contributed towards 20 percent of
the Midwest schools’ rankings. In comparison,
graduation and retention rate held 22 percent of
the rubric. US News also noted that presidents,
provosts, or any others taking the peer
assessment test could answer “I don’t know
enough” instead of a 1-5. This option would
count neither for nor against the assessment of
the college.
“What matters most is that our rankings
align with who we say we are as an institution,”
said Sarah Moss, Dordt’s director of marketing
and communication.
Dordt also ranked twenty-fourth in “best
value schools,” tied for twenty-eighth in
“top performers on social mobility” and
tied for seventy-fifth in “best undergraduate
engineering program” out of 87 eligible
Midwest colleges and universities, according
to US News.
“Dordt’s lived up to its expectations, for the
most part, in community,” said senior computer
science major Lafe Wessel. “Both in good and
bad ways”
Wessel first visited the university on a
whim. He decided to enroll because of the
computer science department and its potential
for community. Wessel did not know Dordt’s
US News rankings when he toured as a
potential student. While he did know about
Dordt’s student engagement ranking, he put
more stock in knowing some older students
who went to Dordt.

“Some things you get from college aren’t
academic in origin, like connections you make,”
said Wessel, whose connections with Dordt’s
computer science department earned him a
summer job.
“I do worry sometimes that in the past 5-10
years, we’ve started to exist for our own sakes,”
De Smith said.

“I do worry sometimes
that in the past 5-10
years, we’ve started to
exist for our own sakes”
-De Smith
He referenced the podcast “In All Things,”
which on Aug. 24 interviewed former Dordt
student Kristin Kobes Du Mez on her New
York Times best-seller Jesus and John Wayne.
Dordt professors of theology and history, Justin
Bailey and Scott Culpepper, asked Du Mez
about the value of winning in the church along
with other topics related to her book. They
ended the episode discussing the importance of
institutions within Christianity.
“One of my professors, John Vander Stelt…
he made a throw away comment about ‘Dordt
not being around forever,’” said Du Mez. “And
it shouldn’t be.”
Du Mez explained that institutions meet a
need, and eventually they fall away, but God
always provides. In the podcast, she labeled
educational institutions “creational structures”
that are integral to faith as they shape the next
generations. But she called the members of
these institutions to speak prophetic truth, no
matter the institutional consequences.

Dordt vaccination rate cont.
cont. from pg. 1

.
. . act of Christian love born out of the work
of scientists, researchers, and public health
officials. Though Jasper acknowledges the
concerns of vaccine skeptics, she does not
want others to dismiss the life-saving potential
of the shot.
Like Jasper, Walker Cosgrove, professor of
history, did not set high expectations for the
student body’s vaccination rate.
“I assumed it would be low given the overall
attitude towards COVID in this area,” Cosgrove
said. “It’s disappointing that this one issue has
become so political that we are not listening to

“If Dordt is really going
to equip students, alumni,
and the broader community
to work effectively toward
Christ-centered renewal in
all aspects of contemporary
life, and if this pandemic
is a primary aspect of
contemporary life that
needs renewal, then it
appears that there is an
opportunity here for Dordt
to be more intentional
and reformational in how
we equip our students,
alumni, and the broader
community.”
-Robbin Eppinga
or trusting science.”
In a March poll by the nonprofit Public
Religion Research Institute, white evangelicals

ranked highest among religious people refusing
vaccination. These two demographics fit Sioux
County’s bill. The fourth-least vaccinated
county in Iowa is 96 percent white with a
prominent Christian reformed tradition.
“I am not sure whether it is a lack of trust in
the broad array of health care institutions, an
unfortunate inability to separate speculation,
fearmongering, conspiracy theories, and
anecdote from evidence-supported practices,
a general lack of concern about the potential
impacts of COVID for themselves and others,
or pure belligerence,” said Jeff Ploegstra,
professor of biology.
Ploegstra is “generally glad” his employer did
not mandate the vaccine but is “disturbed” by
the 46 percent vaccination rate among students.
For those concerned about the effects of the
vaccine, Ploegstra mentioned the safeness of
the injection(s), explaining that the mRNA
vaccine mimics the gene-altering effect of the
coronavirus on a lesser, safer scale.
“If people are concerned that the vaccine is
gene therapy, they should spend their lives in a
plastic bubble,” said Ploegstra. “
“In some cases, I am sure that they
themselves, a family member or friend may
have had an adverse experience with vaccines
or have a unique health condition that has
created hesitancy- I understand that. I would
expect that kind of decision making to have a
minimal impact in our rates overall.”
[COVID-19] is far more invasive than what
the vaccine does.”
When considering Dordt University’s role
in relation to the pandemic, Robbin Eppinga,
professor of biology, looks to the university
mission statement:
“If Dordt is really going to equip students,
alumni, and the broader community to work
effectively toward Christ-centered renewal
in all aspects of contemporary life, and if this
pandemic is a primary aspect of contemporary
life that needs renewal, then it appears that
there is an opportunity here for Dordt to be
more intentional and reformational in how we
equip our students, alumni, and the broader
community.”

Sports

Saturdays in September
Isabel Pheifer— Staff Writer

Contributed Photo
The Dordt University Defenders entered their
season ranked fourteenth overall in the NAIA
Football Preseason poll. And, after three games,
the team, true to their name, has defended their
spot in the Top 25. The latest poll ranked them
at number 19.
On Sept. 4, a sea of black and gold filled
Open Space Park when the Defenders battled
the Midland Warriors for their first game of the
year. In the first quarter, sophomore running
back Nick Wellen churned out a six-yard
touchdown run to put his team on the board. A
few minutes later, junior kicker Brett Zachman
sent a 25-yard field goal through the uprights.
The second quarter of play proved to be a
slower affair and Dordt took a 10-0 lead into the
half.
The third quarter played much like the
second with neither team reaching paydirt.
With ten minutes left in the final quarter of play,
the Defenders found the endzone again when
senior quarterback Tyler Reynolds completed
a pass to sophomore tight end Hayden Large.
The Defenders got a little too comfortable with
their 17-0 lead, though, as the Warriors wrestled
ten points onto the board with a little under 6
minutes left to play.
The home team fired back with a 44-yard
touchdown from Reynolds to junior wide
receiver Eli Boldan, slotting up the Defenders
at 24-10. Midland answered again with three
minutes left, and again with two seconds
remaining. The final heartbreak for the
Defenders came after the final buzzer sounded
when the Warriors were able to convert on twopoint conversion and steal the 25-24 win.
“It was a really disappointing loss for us. We
felt like we had control for most of the game
and it kind of turned into a situation where the
stars aligned for Midland and everything went
wrong for us,” Boldan said. “We did not finish
as a team.”

After the loss, head coach Joel Penner had
some encouraging words for the team.
“I told them that when you fail to reach your
goals, you find out if your goals are ultimate or
legitimate.” Penner said. “It’s okay to be upset
and disappointed, but how you respond to the
result of the game will be a test of where your
identity is.”
Despite the heartbreaking loss, the
Defenders had to gather themselves and prepare
for their next foe, the Hastings Broncos.
“We always adapt our gameplans slightly
week to week based on the strengths and
weaknesses of the next opponent,” Penner said.
This seemed to be no problem for the
Defenders, as they scored within the first ten
seconds of the game. Their offensive success
continued throughout the rest of the game,
leading to a new program record of 738 total
yards. Junior running back Anthony Trojahn
ran for 166 yards and scored twice, freshman
quarterback Kade McDaniel tallied 101 yards
rushing, and Wellen ran for 63 yards.
Dordt’s defense proved a menace to the
Hastings quarterback, as they notched 5 sacks,
with sophomore linebacker Drew Daum
nabbing two of them. The Defenders entered
with a chip on their shoulder and returned with
a commanding 61-10 win.
“This was definitely a bounce back game,”
Boldan said. “The whole team had a strong
showing, and we had a lot of things going for
us. We knew we couldn’t sit and dwell on the
Midland game, and we came out and played to
the level we knew we were capable of.”
The latest game for the Dordt football
team occurred on Sept. 18, which put them up
against the Concordia Bulldogs.
“We came in expecting a really physical
game, and that’s exactly what it was,” Boldan
said. “The first half we struggled to find our
footing for offense, but in the second half we
got things rolling and finished strong,” .
The Defenders got their first touchdown in
the middle of the first quarter with a 38-yard
run by freshman wide receiver Josh Bush.
Concordia evened the score with a touchdown
with seven minutes left in the first half. In
the second half things started to roll for the
Defenders. Bush scored his second touchdown
on a six-yard carry to make it 14-7. The Dordt
defense made another stop, which allowed
McDaniel to make an 18-yard run to make it a
21-7 lead. Two field goals in the fourth quarter,
one by Zachman and one by freshman Jason
Topete sealed the deal for the Defenders, who
walked away with a 27-7 win.
“We have a saying on our team: ‘the longer
we play, the better we get,’” Penner said.
So far, such has proved true.
“We just need to continue the trajectory
and keep getting better every week,” fifith year
senior wide receiver Levi Jungling said.
The Defenders will travel to Crete, Nebraska
for a conference matchup against the Doane
University Tigers on Sept. 25.
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Young Defender soccer
team finds first win
Dayna Wichhart— Staff Writer

On Saturday, Sept. 18, the Dordt men’s soccer
team listened to music in their locker room,
readying their minds before their game against
Bethany Lutheran. Still without a notch in the
win column, the team hoped to end their seasonlong losing streak against their opponent. The
Defenders entered the afternoon game at 0-5-2
and Bethany Lutheran at 1-2.
After forty-five scoreless minutes, the team
needed to pull together for the second half.
“The first half, we did start well, and we
were kind of disorganized,” said freshman
midfielder Santiago Carvajal. “We talked with
the coaches about how we can do better and fix
our mistakes.”
Sixteen minutes into the second half,
freshman Phil Appelt broke the scoreless game.
However, Bethany Lutheran allowed little time
for celebration as they answered back with a
goal less than a minute later. With the score
tied 1-1, the Defenders needed to score if they
wanted to secure their first win of the season.
After a couple shots on the Bethany goal,
including a strike that bounced around the
crossbar, the Defenders were determined to put
another point on the board.
A corner kick by Dordt sent the ball
bouncing around heads until senior defender
CJ Schulz found the ball. He put the ball in the
net and pushed Dordt ahead. Dordt needed to
survive a six and a half minutes of the game to
earn their first win. Bethany Lutheran had a few
attempts at the goal, but sophomore goalkeeper
Brandon Hansen stopped every attack, and the
time expired with the Defenders on top, 2-1.
The fans and players on the field erupted
into cheers to celebrate the team’s first victory.
“It’s good to finally catch a break,” said
head coach Ryan Gresse. “We came off some
previous games of losing in overtime or in the
final minutes. We scored late, and that was
great.”
Despite the happiness the players felt from
finally getting a win, it was evident the team
holds themselves to a high level of play.

“I feel like this game wasn’t our cleanest,”
said Hansen. “The fact that the result was
different is what we care about right now, the
process just needs to be better and cleaner.”
After graduating eight seniors from the 2020
roster, the Defender team is quite young. With
only two seniors and five juniors, the team
consists mostly of freshman and sophomores.
“The big change has been attitude,” Hansen
said. “Coach Gresse and Bourdo have done a
great job getting guys in who care.”
Despite the team’s youth and lack of
experience, what is important to the coaches
and students is that they have the best eleven
players out on the field regardless of their age.
Not only is the team young, but there are many
international students on the roster.
“We are adapting to the game, playing
styles, and rules,” said Carvajal, an international
student from Colombia. “You can see in the
results; we are getting better.”
As the season progresses, the team has two
main goals in mind.
“One is five GPAC wins,” said Hansen.
“The GPAC is just starting up and we need to
hit five wins to hit our playoff goal and get a
favorable seed.”
The GPAC, or Great Plains Athletic
Conference, plays at a high level and consists
of twelve NAIA schools in the Midwest—
including Dordt.
Hansen said their second goal as a team was
“really just striving together to get better every
game. We are a young team, so we are working
to figure that out game to game, and week to
week.”
As the team looks forward to the next games
on the schedule, they have a focus not only on
the game but also on who they play for.
“I play for my family, for Dordt, and for my
brothers on the field,” said Hansen.
The Dordt men’s next home matchup comes
against the Midland University Warriors at 3:15
p.m. on Sept. 25.
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It’s time for a Viking funeral
Connor Van Hulzen—Staff Writer

Alright, everyone. Let’s gather round, grab
your boats, locate your nearest body of water,
find some accelerant, and load up the bows and
arrows. It’s time to say goodbye to a loved one.
Is this officially an overreaction to the
Minnesota Vikings’ poor performances in the
first two weeks of a 17-week season? Perhaps.
However, these early failures combined with
the unfavorable task of combined with the
unfavourable anticipation of playing the Seattle
and Cleveland Browns in the next two weeks is
enough reason for me to fear a 0-4 start for the
Vikings, with some firings to follow.
Mike Zimmer is, unfortunately, likely to
be included on the list of departures. Zimmer
is in his eighth season with the Vikings. His
no-nonsense attitude combined with a strong
defensive philosophy won over many fans,
myself included, when he first arrived in
Minneapolis.
However, over time, Zimmer has come to

show that his highly suspect in-game decision
making hampers his team’s chances to win
games.
His old school football is fun to watch
when it is clicking on all cylinders, but his
requirements for his offense to be run-first
and some especially abysmal defensive
performances have made the Vikings stick out
like a sore thumb in a National Football League
that continues to shift towards a pass-heavy,
very aggressive offensive playstyle, something
Zimmer has proved time and time again he is
not comfortable with.
If the Vikings are committed to starting over
in the name of long-term success, then General
Manager Rick Spielman will likely follow
Zimmer out the door.
Spielman has earned the nickname “Trader
Rick” from his performances during the draft.
This nickname comes from his insistence to
trade further and further down in the draft to
accumulate more and more draft picks.

In 2020, the Minnesota Vikings drafted 15
college players. Yes, 15. In just a seven-round
draft.
Since he became general manager in 2012,
Spielman has overseen some amazing draft
picks. Stefon Diggs, Eric Kendricks, and
Danielle Hunter all came from a single draft
in 2015. Other high-profile names Spielman
acquired through the draft process include
Harrison Smith, Xavier Rhodes, and Adam
Thielen.
Despite this long list of successes, if
Spielman is truly finished after this season, he
may be more well known for his failures.
Christian Ponder, Matt Kalil, and the
ongoing Kirk Cousins ordeal are likely to send
shivers down any Vikings fan’s spine.
Spielman is aggressive and has acquired
some amazing pieces for the Vikings over time,
but his inconsistency will likely wind up as his
downfall.
After all these (at this point theoretical)

firings, the Vikings will need to turn to the
future and see what they can salvage from this
season.
A young, talented core will await the
development and schemes of whoever is
installed as the new head coach. As far as who it
might be, I would like to officially go on record
as saying Chiefs’ offensive coordinator Eric
Bieniemy is the first name on my list. If Zimmer
and Spielman truly are gone, I would hope the
Vikings’ first call would be to a new general
manager—not a rehash of someone who has
previous experience elsewhere in the NFL – and
the second call would be to Bieniemy.
Of course, now I’ve said all this, what’s to
stop the Vikings from getting hot at the right
times and proving me wrong? Oh, just about
sixty years of franchise history.
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Dordt’s gaming guild seeks
to foster community
Aleasha Hintz—Staff Writer

Dordt’s newest club, The Dordt Gaming
Guild, seeks to offer gamers of all experience
levels a chance to connect with others of similar
interests.
Before this year, there has not been a
university-sanctioned space for students to
game together. Students who wanted to game
had to do so in their dorms or apartments,
sometimes leading to pockets of isolation on
campus.
The club was created to bring these students
together.
Ethan Haeder, president of the club, said,
“The Dordt Gaming Guild was made with the
intention of having community on campus, and
ministry with and to each other through the
medium of gaming.”
He and the club director, Brad Hickey, have
both had experiences where they were touched
by faith through secular mediums. Video games
get a bad rap, but just because most are not
explicitly Christian, does not mean that they
cannot touch people’s hearts in a profound way.
“It might not be massively, glaringly
obvious…” Haeder said, “but it’s [faith] still
absolutely there.
The Dordt Gaming Guild is an active
manifestation of Dordt’s mission statement.
That is, it is a part of their goal to equip students,
“to work effectively toward Christ-centered
renewal in all aspects of contemporary life.”
The club plans to actively integrate
Christianity into the club by taking prayer
requests in Discord.
The first thing needed to make this club a
reality was a space dedicated to gaming. The
game room is located in the Covenant Hall
basement, and boasts an elusive PS5 console,
a Nintendo switch, brand new PC’s, and even
a growing library of board games. This room
will be made available to guild members via
reservations for time blocks and other club
events, from 3-10, Monday through Saturday.
The club boasts three sections, each one
dedicated to a different branch of gaming. The
three sections are console gaming, PC gaming,
and “traditional” games such as board games,
tabletop role play games, and trading card
games. There has even been talk of adding
sections for mobile and retro gaming depending

on club member’s interests.
Each section is led by a vice president,
and operates independently. Sophomore Zach
Bivens will be the vice president of console
gaming, freshman Emma Ryan will be the
vice president of PC gaming, and junior Isaac
[“Nemo”] Rohne will be vice president of
traditional gaming.
The president of the club, Ethan Haeder,
said that this was done mainly for the sake of
efficiency. Rather than have one person manage
a large group of people, the vice presidents can
lead only the people committed to their section
of gaming.
But the club’s bread and butter are
multiplayer and cooperative games. Initially,
there was talk about this club being an e-sports
club, but due to e-sports’ competitive nature, it
was rebranded to better reflect the communal
intentions of the club.
The Dordt Gaming Guild is quite democratic
in nature. It’s all about what the club members
want to play. The top games so far are Minecraft,
League of Legends, and Valorant. There are
hopes to start a minecraft server for the guild,
and offer a few competitive opportunities with
the last two games for those interested.
The club is low on commitment. There are no
requirements for meeting or event attendance.
Even if members do not use the club for its
intended purpose, the opportunity to game in
community will always be available to students.
However, prospective members are required
to have a Discord account, as this is the club’s
primary mode of communication. Once
individuals are added to the channel, they will
have the option to participate in any combination
of the three sections. After joining a section,
new channels will open on the Discord server.
Already, the club has 54 members, and they
hope to gain more after their kick off event on
September 24.
All levels of experience are welcome to
join the gaming club, whether you have never
gamed in your life or you game four hours
everyday. “We would love to have every single
Dordt student be a part of this,” Haeder said.

Cry Macho: The search for
meaning
Daniel Ketchelos—Staff Writer
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Finding the sincere parts of life is the premise
behind Clint Eastwood’s latest release, Cry
Macho. The 91-year-old filmmaker’s latest
project features Clint Eastwood as a washedup rodeo star who is hired to find his boss’s
estranged son in Mexico.
Set in 1979, the film opens with scenes of
open-range Texas vistas and introduces the
audience to Mike Milo (Clint Eastwood) who
is in a tense meeting with his rodeo manager,
Howard Polk (Dwight Yoakam). Howard Polk
proceeds to fire Mike for not being valuable due
to his old age.
The film then cuts to a year later with
Howard waiting at Mike’s house with a job
offer. Mike accepts the job to find Howard’s
estranged son, Rafo (Eduardo Minett), who is
living on the streets in Mexico City, Mexico.
Mike then shows up at Howard’s ex-wife,
Leta’s (Fernanda Urrejola) mansion in the heart
of Mexico City. Leta then confronts Mike for
trying to take her son back to Texas and warns
him that Rafo is a drunkard and dangerous
criminal. Mike eventually finds Rafo and his
prized cockfighting rooster, Macho, and he
agrees to go back to Texas to meet his father
Howard.
The rest of the film follows Mike and Rafo’s
dangerous journey back to Texas where they
encounter many setbacks in the backroads of

Mexico. Leta’s bodyguard is on the hunt for
Mike and Rafo, the Federales (Mexico’s Police
Force) are searching for the pair, and natural
conflict prevents their return to Texas.
The main theme of Cry Macho is not
established until well into the second act of the
film. Mike and Rafo’s “borrowed” car breaks
down in a small village where they learn to
appreciate the small aspects of life. These
scenes offer a glimpse into a life of redemption
for Mike and a real home for Rafo to settle down
in. Rafo learns to step away from the pursuit of
Machosim, and Mike finds a new friend to keep
him company. The overarching theme of Cry
Macho is to leave behind a life trying to prove
strength and manliness for peace and enjoyment
of life’s simple pleasures.
Cry Macho’s tone is a far cry from Clint
Eastwood’s previous films. His last film, The
Mule, featured Eastwood as an oblivious driver
for transporting drugs, where Cry Macho
focuses more on small emotions and a slower
timeline. Many of the scenes are beautifully
shot and have slow pacing for more intimate
moments. This is a change in direction from
Eastwood’s other projects where fast-paced and
high-action scenes direct the film.
Cry Macho doesn’t hit all the marks. The
opening scene with Mike and Howard relies
too much on expositional dialogue where
information is fed directly to the audience. The
film would be much stronger if more visual
storytelling replaced the on-the-nose dialogue.
The film’s ending also felt rushed and awkward
featuring a showdown between Mike and Leta’s
bodyguard. Little danger was present in this
scene and it felt out of place considering the
way the rest of the film had progressed.
Clint Eastwood’s old age of 91 hasn’t stopped
him from adding to his filmography. Granted, it
is somewhat strange seeing Eastwood in his 90s
punch someone in the face on the big screen.
His part as Mike brought a more somber and
gentle character to his portfolio while still
maintaining the western cowboy flare he is
most well-known for.
While Cry Macho is a step away from the
traditional filmmaking of Eastwood, many
moments are enjoyable and different enough
to warrant a viewing. Diehard Eastwood fans
may consider this piece as a bit of an outlier, but
the average moviegoer may find it enjoyable.
Overall rating of 6.5/10.

Damon Groen: Unfinished
Corina Beimers—Staff Writer
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In August of 2017, when Damon Groen
began his freshman year at Dordt, the worship
arts major did not know the opportunities
that awaited him or how the university would
shape him as a person. Groen gave back to
the university too. Over his four years, he led
chapels and praise and worship events with his
singing. This culminated with the release of his
first EP, Unfinished, this September.  
Groen, born and raised in Prinsburg,
Minnesota, always had Dordt on his radar. Both
his parents are alumni. But he officially decided
to enroll after visiting campus and meeting with
Jon De Groot, the creator of Dordt’s worship
arts program.

Upon enrollment, Groen involved himself in
music and leadership. Throughout his time at
Dordt, he participated on the chapel worship
team, travelled with the chapel team, led praise
and worship on campus and at local churches,
and finished the production of this EP.
The vision for his album began in May of
2020, a time of uncertainty and frustration for a
lot of people, including Groen. He described that

“These songs tell
pieces of my story,
and they tell the
story of someone
who is unfinished
in this spiritual
journey”
-Damon Groen
time as mentally, emotionally, and spiritually
exhausting. Yet, Groen used those emotions and
redirected them into his songwriting. The four
songs included on the EP– “Treasure Chest,”
“How?,” “You’re with Me,” and “Keep Me”–
were all written within a five month span during
that spring.

“I grabbed my guitar and just journaled,
thinking maybe I could write and that would
help me get some of this out,” Groen said. “I
was just being real with Jesus. I always like to
say, ‘He can handle this.’”
Groen didn’t want to create worship music
alone, but also devotional music.
“The whole thing about putting music out
there is that it’s not yours anymore, it’s not my
songs anymore, it’s whoever hears it,” Groen
said. “I want people to feel empowered to be
creative with what they have because we’re
made in the image of God, which means we’re
creative.”
Unfinished is the second album produced by
Dordt Worship Arts this year, after their Chapel
Movements Vol. 1 was released this past May.
Groen also contributed to this project, which
was recorded live from the B.J Haan. Other
members of Dordt’s assisted Groen with his
senior project on the production side of the EP.
“Having a collaborative experience was really
integral to bringing about this EP,” Groen said.
“I want to see others bring their best and not
just have my vision but have others’ input and
bring out the best in them.”
Groen expressed a deep appreciation for
those who had a part in the process, both big
and small. Director of Campus Ministries and
Worship Arts Jeremy Perigo, Worship Arts
Director Alex Priore, former Dordt graduate
Rainanda Badudu, and other faculty, students,
and alumni are credited on the EP.
“The album is filled with worship, but the
process was a beautiful experience of communal

worship as all brought their own unique gifts,”
Perigo said.
The EP’s title of Unfinished is named for
a reason. It’s theologically significant as it
signifies the idea of the Christian faith being
a work in progress—continually growing and
changing.
“These songs tell pieces of my story, and they
tell the story of someone who is unfinished in
this spiritual journey, in the sense that we are
unfinished,” Groen said. “This idea of creation;
the story is not finished and will not be until the
Lord returns.”
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Pork ‘n’ Bands showcases local musicians
Glory Reitz—Staff Writer
		
Though known for its Dutch culture, the
college town of Sioux Center strums and sings
beyond the borders of the Netherlands at its
annual Pork ‘n’ Bands fundraiser. The indie
rock, bluegrass music, and jazz is a cultural
outlet for Northwest Iowa.
This year’s Pork ‘n’ Bands, hosted on
Saturday Sept. 18 in the Fruited Plain Cafe’s
parking lot, marked five years of music and
smoked pork for Covenant Christian Reformed
Church’s “Legacy Plan.” The plan is a
partnership between the church and several local
Christian schools where Covenant provides
financial support to help reduce out-of-pocket
tuition for students in their congregation.
Laremy De Vries—owner of the Fruited
Plain, adjunct philosophy professor at Dordt
Univeristy, and a member of Covenant CRC—
says the event is a worthy fundraiser because it
diversifies the education fund’s giving pool.
Pork ‘n’ Bands began when Dordt English
professor Luke Hawley started a band called the
Ruralists with De Vries and three others in 2016.
The Ruralists wanted to create a “mini-festival”
as an opportunity to play for an audience and
to unveil a newly renovated portion of the
Fruited Plain. They reached out to Covenant
to turn the event into a fundraiser. A “win-winwin” scenario secured the deal: the church got
a fundraiser, the Fruited Plain got catering, and
the community got a new opportunity to gather.
De Vries and Hawley hope Pork ‘n’ Bands,
and the Fruited Plain itself, will provide space
for new musicians to join and create.
“This city’s great. There’s a lot of wonderful

reasons to live in Sioux Center. There’s not
always that much independent art culture,”
Hawley said. “We want college kids to know…
if they want to ask their buddies to start a band,
there would be a place for them to play.”
The evening began with a group of teenage
girls—several of them the daughters of the
Ruralists—singing pop and rock songs. They
were followed by eight more bands, including
four Dordt students who played bluegrass music
and a group led by a recent Dordt graduate,

“But there are
people who listen
to love songs even
if they’re not in
love… That’s us
being honest of
who we are.”
-Laremy De Vries
Damon Groen.
Groen, a worship arts major who graduated
in the spring, started the Tone Def Lozers over
the summer. He recently released an EP and
works as a worship coordinator but formed
the rock-inspired band with four friends as a

separate creative outlet.
“Here, it’s so much different,” Groen said.
“There’s such a life to it at Pork ‘n’ Bands.
[The] people that have been here in the
community for a while have just created this
culture of valuing having fun and being able to
let loose sometimes. I think it’s a good thing and
it doesn’t happen enough.”
Groen said the Lozers practiced just four
time before their set because of scheduling
difficulties. Another band, the Flatland
Hillbillies, formed a year ago, practiced only
twice before Pork ‘n’ Bands.
“There has been like no time.” said Caleb
Hoke, the band’s mandolin player. “At all.”
Parks Brawand, the Hillbillies’ fiddler,
wasn’t sure instrumental bluegrass would
appeal to the Pork ‘n’ Bands crowd. But the
southern style is close to the Hillbillies’ hearts,
and they were excited to see what reaction they
would get. When they did take the stage, on the
heels of the Ruralists’ rock set, the crowd stuck
with them.
The Hillbillies weren’t the only ones to
consider their music’s appeal. As professors,
De Vries and Hawley knew the Ruralists’ music
might not appeal to every audience member.
De Vries calls their style “Prof Rock” because
their university jobs are part of who they are. It
bleeds into their music.
“There might be a student who’s like, ‘I
don’t really understand that.’” De Vries said.
“But there are people who listen to love songs
even if they’re not in love… That’s us being
honest of who we are.”
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Throughout the evening, Dordt students
flowed in and out of the Fruited Plain parking
lot. Some just grabbed a bite, but a large group
clustered around the show stage, clapping and
dancing to each performance. At one point
during the Ruralists’ performance, the wooden
frame around the stage swayed from the
movement.
“I feel like the Fruited Plain is a place
everybody can kind of come and be themselves,”
said Abi Schescke, a senior. “I like the artsyness of it.”
Though the live music draws a crowd, De
Vries said the pork pulls too. Emily Kramer,
chair of Covenant CRC’s Christian education
committee, had the job of managing the event.
Her husband smokes the port every year.
For the first Pork ‘n’ Bands, Kramer said
her husbad smoked all the pork on the event
weekend—an estimated two pork butts.
This year, Kramer’s husband spent three
weekends before Pork ‘n’ Bands smoking and
subsequently freezing around twelve butts.
“I grew up in a city, and we didn’t always
have things like this,” Kramer said. “So, it’s just
fun to draw people from all over town and bring
them all here to one spot.”
At the end of his set, De Vries announced
the Fruited Plain’s upcoming “battle of the fake
bands” where participants will form a new band
and write an original song. The event is set to
occur in the winter.
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Blessed in the midst of breast cancer
Katie Ribbens— Staff Writer
			
In any conversation with professor Julie Van
Otterloo, the themes of blessing and calling
will surface. Even as she faces an upcoming
surgery as part of her breast cancer treatment,
Van Otterloo remains positive.
Van Otterloo is in her first year as an
instructor of social work at Dordt University.
She once walked the sidewalks around the red
brick buildings as a student. She started as an
education major, then switched to social work.
“Even when I was in my undergrad at Dordt,
I felt an interest to someday teach higher level
learning,” Van Otterloo said. “To combine the
two has been very exciting, especially at this
level.”
She graduated from Dordt with her
bachelor’s of social work in 1993 and
later earned her master’s of social work at
University of Nebraska. Van Otterloo began
teaching at prevention programs in second
grade classrooms, then later taught classes to
individuals struggling with substance abuse.
Van Otterloo counts it a privilege that,
during the 23 years she worked for Bethany
Christian Services, she helped people in every
walk of life. She walked beside her clients from
their first breath of life as she placed newborn
babies into the hands of their adopted parents.
“The moments that stand out to me,” Van
Otterloo said, “were those moments when birth
parents were literally handing their child over to
adoptive parents.”
Additionally, Van Otterloo wrote the
application for the Abstinence Education grant
and managed it once Bethany received it.
She also walked beside clients in their last
breath of life as she worked with hospice at

Sioux Center Health. Van Otterloo counts it
a privilege that she experienced the life cycle
where she worked with pre-natal and end of life
issues alike.
The emotional aspect of social work
attracted Van Otterloo to the field in the first
place. Her deep empathy for people allowed her
to imagine the pain of her clients and succeed in
her calling. However, it could also be draining.
“We’re working with the challenges of life.
I mean, that’s why we’re there: to help people,
support people, provide resources, and walk
beside them.”
Van Otterloo had always had a heart for
Dordt. When she realized Dordt had an opening
in the social work department, she applied to
see where God would lead her.
She accepted the position in February 2021
and began teaching her first classes in August.
She said she feels blessed to be actively
involved at Dordt. Sitting among the faculty
at convocation and participating in training
affirmed that she belonged at Dordt, amid the
Christ-centered community.
“Our purpose here is so distinct in walking
beside students as they follow God’s calling
into this world of service,” Van Otterloo said.
Transitioning from direct service in the
field into a new role as an educator has been
her greatest challenge. She misses developing
relationships with clients but enjoys creating
new relationships with her students.
Shortly after Van Otterloo accepted her
position at Dordt, doctors diagnosed her with
stage one breast cancer.
“When the diagnosis occurred after
accepting the position, there was definitely

Following God’s call
Hannah Vanderhooft—Staff Writer
Originally from Missouri, Dr. David Moser,
33, is another new face in Dordt’s theology
department this year. He has a degree in preseminary, a minor in philosophy, and graduated
from Cedarville University in 2011.
As the first in his family to pursue a job in
ministry and religion, Moser realized in high
school he wanted to know more about theology
and the Bible. After his time at Cedarville, he
took a year off to work part-time for a church to
help find a sense for where he wanted to go to
seminary.
Moser attended Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School in Chicago and graduated in 2016 with
a master’s degree in divinity. During his time
there, he met and took classes with Dr. Justin
Bailey, who is currently the chair of Dordt’s
theology department.
“I wanted to continue in my learning. I had
questions I wanted to answer. I was interested
in things like the Trinity, the notion that God
is identically the same and personally distinct,
but one Divine essence,” Moser said. “I had
questions about the incarnation, and I wanted to
know more about that meant and the relevance
that it had to the Christian faith.” Moser said.
He earned his PhD in religious studies
with an emphasis in systematic theology from
Southern Methodist University in Texas, where
he pursued the answers to his questions. He
graduated in May of 2021 and moved his family
to Sioux Center shortly after. Moser and his
wife spent five years in Texas where they had
two of their children, Elizabeth (3) and John (1).
His wife is expecting another son in November.
Moser enjoys the small-town community
and how it serves his children. However, moving
to a small town from a large, metropolitan area
doesn’t come without its drawbacks.
“The best part is having everything so close,”
Moser said. “The hardest part has been the food
scene. It’s got some things, it’s not completely
devoid, but we also came from Texas, which
has the greatest food in the world.”
Moser said his family was saddened to leave
their community in Texas but feel like Dordt is
where God wants them.
“We were really happy when this opportunity
at Dordt came up because it fit the calling God

put on my life in college, which was to help
college students see the deeper things of God
that scripture reveals,” Moser said. “That’s
been my passion, to help others to be able to
read the Bible and see that there’s more going
on than meets the eye.”
As a recent graduate himself, Moser has
found the transition into teaching at Dordt
enjoyable: a place he can connect with
colleagues and students. He hopes to inspire
students to love learning.
“I’m hoping overtime I can just become
more involved in the lives of students, to be
more available, and to continue to learn from
students,” Moser said.
He wants his classes to create an environment
where students engage in intellectual discourse
while developing community. He’s been
implementing this in his core classes and upperlevel theology classes.
“It’s been a huge blessing to be here.”
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some question. Boy, is this truly God’s plan?
How am I going to be able to do this?”
Van Otterloo believes God gave her the
strength to get through her daily demands and
she still believes that teaching at Dordt is her
calling.
“To trust in Him completely, obviously
going through a challenge such as cancer and

“It’s amazing
how, when you
go through it,
you truly see the
hands and feet of
Jesus.”

“The support that I’ve received through this
journey,” Van Otterloo said, “from the other
faculty members in my department, but also
Dordt as a community–it’s been amazing.”
Although many do not encounter cancer
once in their lives, Van Otterloo has walked this
road twice. She counts the two experiences as
very different, with her first confrontation with
breast cancer much simpler than her second.
Ten years ago, the treatment and recovery
were much shorter. She remembers that, in
both cancer treatments, even at the moment
she received the diagnoses, the overwhelming
peace she encountered.
“It’s amazing how, when you go through it,”
Van Otterloo said, “you truly see the hands and
feet of Jesus.”

-Julie Van Otterloo

treatment of chemotherapy, and the unknown
upcoming surgery,” Van Otterloo said. “It’s just
bringing about growth for myself and my own
faith.”
She hopes that God can use her experience
to help students whose lives are also impacted
by cancer. Van Otterloo has completed
chemotherapy and now faces an upcoming
surgery that will prevent her from teaching for a
projected six weeks.
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The future of the midnight
donut run cont.

cont. from pg. 1
. . . long tradition but continues to offer
discounted donuts to students after 3 p.m. While
Mulder enjoys the extra free time, he misses the
opportunity for outreach provided by the sweet
treats.
“We never saw it as a money-maker,” Mulder
said. “It was somewhere for people to come on
a Friday. It’s a nice place for people to sit and
visit and meet people from other schools.”
The young adult population remains a target
demographic for local bakeries and coffee
shops. Other businesses in the area, including
Casey’s Bakery in Sioux Center, are looking
to provide something similar: a space where
students can sit and be.
A month ago, Ryan De Groot kickstarted
“Donuts After Dark” at Casey’s Bakery from
7-10 p.m. every Wednesday night. Here, fresh
donuts are pulled off the fryer, set in the display,
and sold for 1.25 each. A card table full of
games including Code Names, Dutch Blitz, and
Rook sit out in the lobby.
At a recent Donuts After Dark, De Groot
greeted incoming customers by name,
reminding them to place their names in the
raffle for mall gift cards and try the bakery’s
weekly
“signature
drink”—pomegranate
creamsicle. reminding them to put their names
in the raffle ticket for mall gift cards, and try
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their weekly “signature drink”, one that one
of the workers have selected. Wednesday, the
drink was pomegranate creamsicle.
De Groot has been working at Casey’s
Bakery, located in the Centre Mall, since age
eleven. The bakery’s namesake is his grandpa.
De Groot started filling and frosting donuts in
fifth grade.
“As a community, we all like Dordt and the
students and the interaction you have between
them,” De Groot said. “We just enjoy having
them here, and we’re hoping that it’s something
to make memories with.”
De Groot hopes to add a student discount for
drinks and donuts—under a dollar, ideally. His
bakery also plans to feature a new menu item
each week. They featured a soft pretzel night
earlier in the year and may include an “appetizer
night” with french fries, cheese balls, and steak
bits for sale.
Though not at midnight, De Groot wants
Casey’s Bakery to create a space similar to what
the Dutch Bakery provided—a place where
people can gather.
“Something like this is a different version of
that,” he said. “Because it is such a memorable
thing.”

Opinion

COVID-19 vaccines? Are
they worth it?
Lauren Hoekstra— Staff Writer
When younger, I was tasked with a school
project on 9/11. My class and I were to interview
our parents or someone who could remember
the day. I interviewed my mom and, after telling
me how she heard of the terrorists attack in
the grocery store, she said something like this:
“Typically, once in a lifetime, you experience
something that you’ll never forget that impacts
how you see the world forever.” At the time, I
had no idea what she was talking about. Now I
do.
As we have all heard, we are living in
“unprecedented times” with the COVID-19
pandemic. This has likely been the strangest year
and a half that we have lived in. From semesters
of masking and quarantines to returning to
school this fall with no restrictions, how do we
as Christians react to this situation?
When we were sent home in the spring of
2020, my family and I were very cautious. We
went to see my grandma and sat in chairs six
feet apart in the garage. My mom left groceries
in the car for at least a day and disinfected the
ones that unable to sit in the heat.
As time passed, along with many of you, I
assume, my family stopped caring as much as
we did. Like any other tragedy on the news, it
faded out as the shock of the situation declined.
When vaccines became available in the
spring, I hesitated. What if they weren’t safe?
They had been tested and sent out to the general
public so fast. What if the scientists were wrong?
When Dordt had its on-campus vaccination
clinic in early April, I signed up because of its
convenience, but I still had some doubts. I was a
little sick the following few days, but in general,
I’ve been healthy since then, refuting my early
thoughts about long-term side effects.
The vaccine critics say there’s just too
much we don’t know. My parents fall into this
category. Neither are vaccinated—hesitant for

what could happen and not sure if COVID-19
poses a risk to them.
As my parents continue to postpone their
vaccination, I’ve seen people I love and care
for get seriously sick from the virus. Some have
passed away as a result of its complications.
Sure, they may have had other contributing
conditions, but they won’t change the fact that
contracting the illness made them weaker than
they were to begin with..
My brother has a pre-existing health
condition that could put him in the hospital
should he contract COVID-19. My grandparents
back home and some of my professors here are
getting older and frailer as time passes, leaving
them vulnerable as well.
The United States is a strong nation, and
in the face of adversity, we have triumphed by
standing together against threats. After 9/11, our
country banded together with all people of all
walks of life: Republican, Democrat, Christian,
Muslim, atheist, black, white, immigrant,
native—no matter the demographic, we came
together to rebuild.
The pandemic has affected us all
differently—whether we have lost people close
to us or not. The past year and a half have indeed
been unprecedented, but we can rise together
as a nation to minimize our losses. Regardless
of whether you care about your own health,
perhaps your professor has an underlying
condition that could send them to the hospital.
Maybe your roommate. Or your parents. Or the
cashier at Walmart checking your items for you.
Jesus commands us to love God and love our
neighbors in order to best serve Him. A real and
tangible way we can love our neighbors is to get
vaccinated. Let’s all band together, just as we
did in 2001 and rebuild this country to the great
nation we know it can be.
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Climate change is real, let’s
start talking about it
Bella Drissell—Guest Writer

We have a serious problem here in Sioux
County—we do not behave as if the climate
crisis is an existential threat. Yet, every year
over 5 million people lose their lives to climate
change-related causes, and many more lose
their livelihoods. Climatologists warn that if
we do not address this crisis within the next
decade, our planet will be uninhabitable by the
century’s end. This is having a serious impact
on all parts of life in this country, from housing
to mental health. How can we be expected to
alter our destructive course when communities
like this one continue to ignore the warning
signs? I believe this crisis is more personal to
Sioux County than we are willing to admit, and
it is there that I see a solution.
In August, my sister and I began attending
virtual meetings hosted by Sunrise Vermillion,
a South Dakota hub of the Sunrise Movement,
a youth-led organization fighting for
climate justice. A friend of ours is one of the
coordinators, and we were excited to see how
the group was doing in an area like our own: a
rural college town in a Republican Midwestern
state. So far, Sunrise Vermillion has had some
success in encouraging dialogue and getting
participants to imagine what a sustainable
future could look like—not only in an abstract
way, but for their community in specific. What
if we could bring this dialogue to Sioux Center,
to encourage people to begin to discuss their
thoughts on the climate crisis?
I experience a lot of fear and worry
surrounding our planet’s current state, a
response known as climate anxiety. I have
struggled to manage these fears, but the news
about the climate crisis makes a vegetarian
diet and a home that is supplied with partial
wind energy feel insignificant in the face
of hurricanes, flooding, droughts, and the
accompanying displacement and death.
Climate anxiety is not something that I
alone experience. Over two-thirds of Americans
are “somewhat worried” about climate change,
and teens feel especially anxious, with 57
percent reporting feelings of fear, and 43
percent, hopelessness. And these numbers are
only expected to raise, especially in the wake of
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continued bad news this year. Despite such
prevalence, we are often hesitant to talk about
our climate anxiety, fearing backlash. Research
suggests, though, that in climate anxiety lies a
solution to our current state.
Like with other fears or anxiety,
psychologists believe the best way to manage
climate anxiety is to address it. We need to
embrace the part of ourselves that grieves for
what we might lose, using that energy to fight for
a livable future. Climate change is accelerating,
yes, but it is also far more visible to us now than
it was 20 years ago, and the growing rates of
concern reflect that. Nationally, this is a good
sign, and yet my question remains: will we
learn to talk about the climate crisis right here
in Sioux County? Or will we go on pretending
that everything is alright, that “God’s got
this,” despite serious droughts, crop failures,
temperature extremes, and storms of increasing
intensity and frequency?
I think that, at least partly, the answer is up to
us, the young people. We are the next generation,
the ones who will inherit the businesses, farms,
legacies, and planet that are our parents’ now.
We are the ones who are reaching adulthood in
a world that is on the verge of, and has already
experienced, catastrophe. We are the ones
most significantly affected by climate anxiety.
And we are the ones who have already raised
our voices across the planet, calling for radical
change while we still have time. In the words
of Greta Thunberg, “I want you to act as you
would in a crisis. I want you to act as if our
house is on fire. Because it is.”
So please, even if you have not experienced
climate anxiety and feel that the climate crisis
has yet to touch your life—though I assure you it
will one day—see it for what it is: an existential
threat. Only then will communities like this
one have no choice but to acknowledge climate
change. It is time to speak up, to classmates,
professors, friends, family, churches, and
communities. You will be doing so, not just for
the planet and everything and everyone you
love, but also for yourself.

Texas’ new abortion law: A Christian’s response
Emma Bennett—Staff Writer

When it comes to discerning someone’s
political slant, an often-referred-to question
centers around abortion. Are they pro-life or
pro-choice? In other words, do they support
abortion? Typically, one will find conservatives
affirming the former and liberals the latter.
This statement can also indicate the person’s
religion or party affiliation. A new law in Texas,
however, may rattle this stereotype.
On Wednesday, Sept. 1, Texas legislators
placed into effect a law preventing a woman
from receiving an abortion at six weeks removed
from the woman’s last menstrual period.
This period is the mark where the lawmakers
agreed a heartbeat could be perceived. While
the patient who receives an abortion is not
condemned, anyone who performs or helps
with the procedure is in danger of being sued.
In addition to this, if the accuser, or plaintiff,
wins the case, they are given 10,000 dollars,
including costs and attorney fees.
While the first instinct of many people
would be to point out the blatant disregard
for the Roe v. Wade case that granted women

the constitutional right to have an abortion,
the law is written with the express purpose
of sidestepping the ruling. In addition to this,
cases function entirely through civil lawsuits,
leaving the state government free from the
threat of being taken to court. As a result, the
responsibility is put on Texas citizens to enforce
it.
In the words of Nancy Pelosi, spokeswoman
for the House of Representatives and a decided
critic of the law, “[the law] unleashes one of
the most disturbing, unprecedented and farreaching assaults on health care providers – and
on anyone who helps a woman, in any way,
access an abortion – by creating a vigilante
bounty system that will have a chilling effect.”
The Supreme Court justice Sonia Sotomayor
also expressed her concerns, specifically with
the monetary incentive to sue: “the cash reward
effectively deputized the State’s citizens as
bounty hunters.”
In addition to the statements above, the law
extends to women who were victims of rape.
While the rapist cannot sue, other parties can
under something called “radical expansion” of

standing, as well as “generalized grievances.”
Standing is the grounds where one person can
sue another, and in this instance, a relationship
to the defendant is not needed. There has
been a lot of discourse on this subject, with
anti-abortion groups stating that this concept
was already in effect under the label “general
grievances,” when a case does not affect
someone personally, but they are still allowed
to sue.
The Texas law has sparked controversy.
The Texas Tribune refuted the legal techniques
used the to evade the Supreme Court as a way
for “Republican-dominated” legislatures to
get around what they don’t agree with. Those
who support abortion see the law as an attack
on women’s constitutional rights. In tandem,
driving services like Uber and Lyft have offered
to cover fees for any drivers who are affected
by this law, and other states have already tried
to pass similar laws, but all have been blocked
so far. There were supplications by protesters to
block the law until its legality was confirmed,
and on Sept. 15, the Supreme Court confirmed
it. The House is scheduled to vote on the

Women’s Health Reproductive Act later in the
month, and Mississippi’s attempt to pass a law
banning abortions after five weeks will be heard
Oct. 2.
In the middle of the political firestorm, the
Dordt University community is considering the
law’s ramifications.
Joya Breems, a sophomore, said, “…as
a Christian who is a voter, it’s really hard. In
all honesty, I think the Texas law has great
intentions, but it’s not going to prevent abortions
like we think it will unless it is accompanied
with additional social policies that help mothers
bring their pregnancies to term. By limiting
abortions without provided welfare or food
stamps or childcare subsidies, you’re honestly
making the situation worse for the desperate
mothers because their options are so limited.”
When asked the Christian response should
be, she said, “as Christians, we need to be loving
to the whole situation. There’s not one Christian
answer. For me, the most Christian thing you
can do is love.”
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The good, the bad, and the ugly: 2021 summer movie
wrap-up
Sam Landstra—Co Chief Editor, Gretchen
Lee—Copyeditor

In 2021, movies are BACK… sort of. If last
summer was a cinematic desert, this summer
ended up as a dumping ground for delayed
releases where theatres and streaming services
vied for the scraps of big-name production
studios. Though box offices couldn’t muster
the pre-pandemic totals they hoped for, their
regulars (myself and Gretchen) tried to keep
the lights on. Here are our highlights, as well as
some lowlights.
The Good:
Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten Rings
– Marvel takes a detour from its usual style
of storytelling to share a fun, action-packed
adventure that still manages to feel meaningful.
Shawn and Katie, a couple of young ChineseAmerican adults, have their lives upended when
Shawn’s past comes back to the present and he
is forced to face the legacy he’s been running
from. With an incredible lead protagonist,
important representation, and a killer cast,
Shang-Chi is a fresh new addition to the MCU
that still ties well into the greater Marvel story.
(4.5/5) – Gretchen

The Green Knight – I’m not going to pretend
like I didn’t have to read several reviews of The
Green Knight to understand it. The Arthurian
tale based off the poem “Sir Gawain and the
Green Knight” is an arduous watch, but it’s
well worth it. A24’s latest release thrusts
Gawain, King Arthur’s reckless and headstrong
nephew, towards a destiny he isn’t equipped to
fulfill. The indie production company, true to its
nonconventional style, turns the concept of the
hero’s journey upside-down in this cinematic

stunner.
(4.5/5) – Sam
Inside – Is Inside a film? I’m not sure.
The comedy special, filmed in one room of
Bo Burnham’s house and produced entirely
by himself, doesn’t fit the genre. There’s no
cast of characters (other than Sock-O) or
traditional dialogue, but Burnham goes toe-totoe with Hollywood blockbusters with his use
of editing, lighting, and cinematography. It’s
clear the 31-year-old isn’t just a funny guy (he
can also send me into a deep, depressive state).
Inside is a near-perfect encapsulation of the
existential dread and malaise that defined the
American quarantine experience. Jeffrey Bezos
Bo Burnham, you did it.
(4.5/5) – Sam

The Fear Street Trilogy – Netflix tells a
three-part story of two towns; one that has been
plagued by violence and poverty, and another
that has been gilded and gated. Between these
towns lays the legend of Sara Fier, a witch who
was hanged long ago, but has still wreaked
havoc since her death in the form of a curse. A
group of teens travel back through the history
of Sara’s curse in the hopes of ending it while
desperately fighting for their lives. This trilogy
delivers a serious punch in the form of excellent
writing, acting, scoring, and plot twisting.
(4.5/5) – Gretchen

Luca – Pixar’s attempts at bigger, better,
more conceptual movies like Inside Out and
Soul have left the franchise without the heart
and character it began with. Luca provides
the antidote. It’s lighter than gelato and as
whimsical as a summer from childhood. The
directorial debut of Enrico Casarosa isn’t about
the afterlife or anthropomorphized emotions,
it’s about Luca Paguro—a sea monster
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who wants to belong. Luca contends with
Machiavellian concepts of fear and love, but it
lets the children do the talking.
(4/5) – Sam

Black Widow – Marvel finally declassifies
Natasha Romanoff’s soviet spy past in a brilliant
story about solidarity and the dysfunction of
family. This film carries both a darker, grittier
storyline than many past MCU films, while still
managing to balance the shadows with tasteful
wit and humor. Overall, it’s a story long overdue
and delivered beautifully.
(4/5) – Gretchen

A Quiet Place Part II – Since A Quiet Place
wasn’t broke, director John Krasinski didn’t fix
it. The long-awaited, once-delayed sequel is
more a less a replication of the family-oriented
thriller that preceded it. A Quiet Place Part II
boasts another Oscar-worthy sound design and
a deft use of crosscutting that heightens the
tension of the screenplay but otherwise makes
little effort to provide an emotional depth to its
characters that wasn’t already present to begin
with.
(3.5/5) - Sam
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Space Jam 2 is the armpit of monetization
and product placement. If LeBron isn’t the
greatest basketball player of all time, this is
why. (.5/5) – Sam

The Suicide Squad – DC takes another
swing at creating a Suicide Squad movie and
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The Bad and The Ugly:
The Little Things tried so hard to be
intellectual that it forgot to be interesting.
(1.5/5) – Gretchen
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manages to hit a ground ball. An assembled
crew of convicted and talented criminals
gather to stop an evil space starfish from taking
over the world in a funny, gruesome film that
doesn’t take itself too seriously. The Suicide
Squad doesn’t stand out in terms of writing or
technique, but it does make for an entertaining
couple of hours.
(3/5) – Gretchen
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